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Abstract—This paper investigates computing resource schedul-
ing for real-time applications in autonomous driving, such as
localization and obstacle avoidance. In our considered scenario,
autonomous vehicles periodically sense the environment, offload
sensor data to an edge server for processing, and receive computing
results from the server. Due to mobility and computing latency, a
vehicle travels some distance in the duration between the instant of
offloading its sensor data and the instant of receiving the computing
result. Our objective is finding a scheduling scheme for the edge
sever to minimize the above traveled distance of vehicles. The ap-
proach is to determine the processing order according to individual
vehicle mobility and computing capability of the edge server. We
formulate a restless multi-arm bandit (RMAB) problem, design a
Whittle index based stochastic scheduling scheme, and determine
the index using a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) method.
The proposed scheduling scheme avoids the time-consuming policy
exploration common in DRL scheduling approaches and makes
effectual decisions with low complexity. Extensive simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed indexed-based scheme can
deliver computing results to the vehicles promptly while adapting
to time-variant vehicle mobility.

Index Terms—Autonomous vehicles, computing scheduling,
mobile edge computing, restless multi-armed bandit.

I. INTRODUCTION

SAFETY is one of the main focuses in autonomous driving
related industries. Various techniques have been adopted to

improve safety, e.g., embedding advanced sensors in vehicles
and developing precise perception using the sensor data. Such
safety measures usually yield a large amount of sensor data to
be processed with low latency [1], [2], which could be too de-
manding for local in-vehicle processing given the usually limited
on-board computing capability. To facilitate the safety measures,
mobile edge computing (MEC) has emerged as an approach
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to provide additional computing power with low processing
delay [3], [4]. In such an approach, vehicles can offload their
sensor data to a proximal edge server, such as a base station or
a roadside unit, for fast data processing.

Despite the potential of MEC in enabling low-latency com-
puting offloading for autonomous driving, many challenges exist
for MEC to support real-time safety-related computing services.
In most safety applications, such as localization and obstacle
avoidance, vehicles may need to offload sensor data to the edge
server and require computing results [5], [6]. Because of the
mobility and computing delay, a vehicle would have traveled
some distance between the instant of offloading sensor data
to the edge server and the instant of receiving the computing
result from the edge server. Evidently, it is important to reduce
the above traveled distance as much as possible, considering
that the computing result may involve the vehicle’s position at
the instant of sensor data collection. Otherwise, the computing
result may no longer be accurate for real-time applications.
Consider a vehicle traveling at 50 km/h as an example. If the
vehicle receives the computing result 2 seconds after sensor
data offloading, the gap in the distance between the real-time
location and the location at the instant of offloading would be
28 m. This gap is larger than the reaction distance at 50 km/h,
which is 21 m [7]. The challenge in reducing the traveled distance
is that the edge server may have limited computation units,
which must be shared among all vehicles in its proximity. As
a result, the delay from the sensor data offloading to the result
delivery may increase with the number of vehicles, and so does
the traveled distance. Without proper scheduling, the delay can
become excessive [8].

There are extensive existing works on computing resource
scheduling in MEC [9]–[11]. Generally, the main objective of
the proposed schemes is to minimize the computing latency.
However, most of the works focus on myopic computing service
scheduling, which considers the existing computing load at
the edge server but not future computing service demands. As
vehicles may collect sensor data and request computing service
from time to time, developing a long-term proactive scheduling
scheme is important. An effectual scheduling scheme should
provide timely and frequent result delivery for vehicles so that
the computing results can reflect their real-time status, e.g.,
position, as much as possible.

Another important requirement for effectual scheduling is
the capability to adapt to the dynamics of vehicular mobility.
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Different vehicles may travel at different speeds, which can
result in different service delay tolerance for real-time appli-
cations. Consider obstacle avoidance as an example. The edge
server should schedule high-speed vehicles with high priority
to minimize their traveled distance, and low-speed vehicles
may have low priority. In addition, the speed of a vehicle may
change over time, which may further complicate long-term
scheduling as such change is not known in advance. There are
existing works on resource allocation in MEC considering the
mobility dynamics, e.g., the offloading bandwidth assignment
in [12], [13], computing resource allocation in [14], [15], and
cooperative computing in [9], [16]. However, mobility has a
more significant impact on the performance in our considered
problem since the traveled distance, which we aim to minimize,
is dependent on vehicle mobility.

In this work, we design a computing resource scheduling
scheme at the edge server for real-time applications in au-
tonomous driving, considering the vehicle mobility dynamics.
Vehicles periodically offload sensor data, referred to as obser-
vations, to the edge server for processing, while the edge server
determines the processing order considering its computing ca-
pability and the unknown vehicle mobility dynamics. We define
the age-of-result (AoR) of a vehicle as its traveled distance
since the last data offloading before receiving the latest result
delivery from an edge server. Our objective is to minimize the
expected AoR of vehicles to deliver computing results timely.
We formulate the long-term scheduling problem as a restless
multi-arm bandit (RMAB) problem and propose a Whittle
index-based scheduling scheme. Two offloading scenarios are
investigated in the paper: synchronous, in which all computing
requests arrive simultaneously, and asynchronous, in which the
computing requests arrive arbitrarily.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) We design a novel computing resource scheduling scheme

for the edge server to support autonomous driving, target-
ing at minimizing the AoR while considering the vehicle
mobility dynamics. The scheduling scheme can support a
large number of computing tasks with low complexity.

2) We obtain the Whittle index of the formulated RMAB
problem in closed form and prove the indexability of the
scheduling problem. The index can reveal the value of
scheduling each computing request and guide the comput-
ing policies in both the synchronous and the asynchronous
scenarios.

3) We exploit the deep reinforcement learning (DRL) method
to estimate the unknown mobility dynamics of vehicles
in the future according to their mobility dynamics in the
past. The learning process does not rely on the scheduling
decisions and can be pre-trained either at the edge server
or the vehicles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the related works. Section III describes the system
model of the considered scenarios. Section IV introduces the
proposed index-based scheduling scheme for the synchronous
offloading scenario. The learning approach that matches the
index policy is presented in Section V. Section VI introduces the
scheduling scheme for the asynchronous scenario. Simulation

results are presented in Section VII. Section VIII concludes this
article.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the literature, MEC technology is adopted to support
computation-intensive applications with low latency require-
ments for autonomous vehicles, such as localization [17], high-
definition (HD) map generation [18], and on-board infotainment
services [19], [20]. There are many works on multi-resource
(e.g., spectrum and computing resources) allocation for comput-
ing offloading and scheduling [21]–[24]. Some of the existing
works utilize machine learning techniques to assist decision
making for edge computing in autonomous driving. Peng et al.
developed a learning approach to allocate communication band-
width and computing units to facilitate the computing offloading
of autonomous vehicles [12]. Sun et al. proposed a multi-armed
bandit based offloading strategy to adapt to a fast-varying net-
work topology [15]. Li et al. studied a collaborative computing
approach in vehicular networks and proposed a DRL technique
to tackle a complex decision-making problem [9]. Computing
resource scheduling is also investigated in [11], [25] to maximize
the utilization of limited computing resources at edge servers.
The above works mainly focus on supporting non-real-time
computing applications. For the real-time safety-related com-
puting applications, vehicles may require frequent computing
offloading and timely delivery of computing results [5], [6]. In
such a scenario, a customized computing scheduling scheme for
autonomous driving is important yet has not been investigated,
to the best of our knowledge.

To measure the timeliness of the received information, the
age-of-information (AoI) is well investigated in various com-
munication and computing scenarios. Extensive research works
study the minimization of the AoI using techniques such as
stochastic scheduling [26] and reinforcement learning [27]. In
vehicular networks, the freshness of the information is criti-
cal [28]. AoI minimization is considered to support the real-
time on-board services, such as vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions [29], [30] and HD map caching for automated driving [31].
Meanwhile, the computing result aging issue caused by process-
ing delay has been considered in [32]–[35]. Li et al. introduced
a general model for AoI minimization in edge computing [32].
Kuang et al. studied the AoI performance among different
computing policies and provided closed-form expressions of
AoI under stochastic processing delay distributions in MEC [33].
Chen et al. investigated the timeliness of computing result deliv-
ery in vehicular networks and minimized AoI by reinforcement
learning [34]. Inspired by AoI, we define a new metric, i.e.,
AoR, to measure the average traveled distance from the position
where the last computing result was received. The most relevant
works to this paper are [36] and [37]. Both works formulated an
RMAB problem, utilized Whittle’s Index policies to cope with
the randomness in the network environment, and proactively
scheduled the packets. However, unlike the AoI, the factors
that impact AoR include both the elapse of time and, more
importantly, vehicle mobility. The dynamics of vehicle mobility
render the considered problem more challenging.
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Fig. 1. System model. (a) Edge-assisted autonomous driving network. (b) An
example on scheduling and result delivery on oneprocessor at an edge server.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

Consider a vehicular network of autonomous driving shown
in Fig. 1(a). Vehicles sense the surrounding environment pe-
riodically (e.g., for localization, obstacle detection, and object
tracking), using sensors such as light detection and ranging and
cameras. The sensor data is referred to as observations, which
are offloaded to the closest edge node (e.g., roadside unit or base
station) for processing. The sensing and offloading processes
occur periodically for each vehicle, and each period is referred to
as a sensing cycle. The processing of an observation offloaded to
an edge node in each sensing cycle is referred to as a computing
task. In the sequel, we focus on a particular edge server.

An edge server is located in the edge node and may have one
or more processors. The server determines the execution order
and processes the received computing tasks periodically at each
processor, and each period is referred to as a computing cycle.
We assume that each processor handles a specific type of com-
puting tasks, which has the same processing time. For brevity,
we focus on the scheduling of computing tasks in one processor,
as the extension to multiple processors is straightforward.

The time length of a computing cycle is T , which is divided
into K computing slots. The length of a slot is the processing
time for a computing task, denoted by ω. The length of a
computing cycle depends on vehicles’ AoR requirements and
their sensing frequency. A shorter computing cycle can lead to

a lower AoR since the likelihood of scheduling a vehicle in a
certain period can be increased; however, too short computing
cycle raises the vehicles’ sensing frequency, which may result
in redundant task offloading and high communication resource
consumption. The objective of scheduling scheme on the edge
server is to allocate computing tasks to the slots in each comput-
ing cycle. The edge node is connected to a cloud server through a
backhaul link. As a controller, the cloud server determines com-
puting cycle length T and coordinates the computing resources
among all edge nodes.

If a task from a particular vehicle and a particular sensing cycle
is not scheduled until the next task of the vehicle is generated and
offloaded to the edge server, it becomes outdated and discarded,
and the server schedules the newly arrived task corresponding to
a subsequent and up-to-date observation from the same vehicle.
After processing the computing task, the edge server delivers the
computing result back to the corresponding vehicle. Therefore,
the computing schedule also affects the order of result delivery.
Since we consider real-time applications and the cycle length
is in seconds, the probability that the vehicle travels out of the
communication range of the edge server is neglected. For the
case that the vehicle travels out of the communication range
during a computing cycle, multiple edge nodes can cooperatively
deliver the result back to the vehicle, which has been discussed in
our previous work [9]. We ignore the transmission delay on result
delivery since the downlink transmission time is neglectable
compared to the computing time [4], [12], [23].

Due to the mobility and computing latency, the traveled
distance during offloading and edge computing is nonzero for
any vehicle and any task. An example of computing scheduling
and result delivery is shown in Fig. 1(b), where σ represents
the offloading time of a task.1 A vehicle offloads the computing
tasks periodically (e.g., every second as shown in the figure). The
speed of the vehicle remains constant within each sensing cycle
but may vary in different cycles. Because of the changing speed
of the vehicle, its traveled distance in two cycles can be different.
This is true even if the vehicle is assigned to the same slot in two
different cycles. As shown in the figure, the traveled distances of
the vehicle in cyclen andn+ 1 are different although the vehicle
is assigned to the third slot of both the computing cycles. In the
sequel, we focus on minimizing the expected traveled distance
from the position implied by the newest received computing
results, i.e., minimizing AoR.

B. Computing Scheduling Scenarios

Based on the task arrival pattern of vehicles in each computing
cycle, two computing scheduling scenarios are analyzed in this
work:
� Synchronous offloading: In this scenario, all vehicles have

the same sensing cycle and offload sensor data to the edge
server at the beginning of a computing cycle. In addition,
the computing cycle at the edge server is also the same in
length as the sensing cycle. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

1As all tasks handled by the same processor is of the same type, we assume
that the offloading time is constant and the same for all vehicles.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the scheduling scenarios, where t(i) represents the
computing task from vehicle i. (a) Synchronous offloading. (b) Asynchronous
offloading.

The edge server decides the processing order of the tasks
received at the beginning of the cycle.

� Asynchronous offloading: In this scenario, vehicles offload
their observations to the edge server at arbitrary instants.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The time duration from the
beginning of the computing cycle to the offloading time of
vehicle i is denoted by Oi. For simplicity, we assume that
a computing cycle at the edge server is the same in length
as the sensing cycle in this scenario as well. However,
the proposed scheme can be readily extended even if the
assumption does not hold. Since the sensing and computing
cycles are not aligned, a vehicle may have two tasks from
adjacent sensing cycles scheduled in the same computing
cycle, one offloaded in the previous computing cycle and
the other offloaded in the current computing cycle.

In the remainder of the paper, we mainly focus on the syn-
chronous offloading. In Section VI, we extend the scheduling
scheme to the scenario of asynchronous offloading.

C. Age of Computing Results

The evolution of AoR of a vehicle in the synchronous offload-
ing scenario is shown in Fig. 3. The real-time AoR for vehicle
i in cycle n and computing slot k is denoted by Ri(n, k). Let
di,n denote the traveled distance of the vehicle in cycle n. As the
example shown in Fig. 3, vehicle i is scheduled in the cycles 1,
2, and 5. In these scheduled cycles, when the task computing is
completed, the AoR drops to the level of the dashed lines, which
represent the traveled distance from the starting of this cycle.
Otherwise, if the task is not scheduled in the corresponding
cycle, the AoR accumulates due to adding the traveled distance
within this cycle.

Fig. 3. The evolution of AoR of vehicle i in five computing cycles, where red
arrows represent the task offloading completion instant of a vehicle, and green
arrows represent result delivery instant.

The real-time AoR at the beginning of then-th cycle,Ri(n, 0),
can be written as

Ri(n, 0) = ai,n + di,n−1 +D(σ), (1)

where di,n−1 is the traveled distance in the previous cycle n− 1,
D(σ) is the traveled distance in the offloading time, and the
non-negative variable ai,n is a carryover component contributed
to AoR. It can be written as

ai,n+1 =

{
ai,n + di,n−1, if i ∈ {Vn\Sn},
0, if i ∈ Sn,

(2)

where Vn denotes the set of the vehicles that offloaded their
observations in computing cycle n. The sets Sn and {Vn\Sn}
denote the set of vehicles that are scheduled and not scheduled in
cycle n, respectively. Equation (2) shows that if the computing
is scheduled in the n-th cycle, the carryover component will be
reset as zero; otherwise, the carryover component accumulates
due to adding the vehicle traveled distance in the previous cycle.
In the example shown in Fig. 3, ai,2 and ai,3 are zeros since the
tasks are scheduled and processed in cycles 1 and 2, respectively.
However, the AoR starts accumulating since cycle 3. Thus,
ai,4 = di,2, and ai,5 = di,2 + di,3. Furthermore, the number of
time slots from the task finishing instant to the end of the cycle
is denoted as xi,n, where xi,n = 0 if i ∈ {Vn\Sn} and xi,n ≥ 0
otherwise.

The time average AoR of vehicle i in this process can be
represented by the area under age Ri(n, k) in the age evolution
graph, as shown in Fig. 3, normalized by the overall time length.
The area under age Ri(n, k) in cycle n is denoted by Qi,n and
can be represented as follows:

Qi,n = (ai,n + di,n−1)(T − xi,nω) +
1
2
di,nT +D(σ)T. (3)

The expected AoR (EAoR) for all vehicles in the communication
range of the edge server is:

ER = lim
N→∞

1
TN

N∑
n=1

1
|Vn|

∑
i∈Vn

Qi,n,

= lim
N→∞

1
TN

N∑
n=1

1
|Vn|

∑
i∈Vn

(ai,n+di,n−1)(T−xi,nω)+Λi,n,

(4)
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where ER denotes the value of EAoR, and Λi,n represents the
constant term of the AoR for vehicle i in cycle n, where

Λi,n =
1
2
di,nT +D(σ)T.

Neglecting the constant component in (4), the optimization
problem for minimizing EAoR can be represented as follows:

min
π∈Π

Eπ

[
1

TN

N∑
n=1

1
|Vn|

∑
i∈Vn

(ai,n + di,n−1)(T − xi,nω)

]
,

s.t.|Sn| ≤ K, ∀n,
0 ≤ xi,n < K,xi,n ∈ Z, ∀i, n, (5)

where π and Π represent the optimal policy and the feasible
policy set, respectively. Since the length of a computing cycle
is much shorter than the time for a vehicle leaving the service
coverage of an edge server, we apply the long-term policy for ve-
hicle i ∈ Vn. To solve the scheduling problem, we first determine
which tasks should be scheduled in the cycle when K < |Vn|,
i.e., finding Sn, based on the maximum AoR by setting the com-
puting slot at the very end of the corresponding computing cycle
(xi,n = 0). The problem is a long-term optimization problem
since the age of a vehicle will accumulate if the tasks are not
scheduled properly. After the tasks to be processed in the cycle
are selected, we determine when to process the selected tasks,
i.e., finding xi,n, which only affects the instantaneous age in the
corresponding cycle.

IV. RESTLESS MULTI-ARMED BANDIT FORMULATION

AND INDEX POLICY

To solve the optimization problem in (5), a myopic policy is
to schedule the vehicle with the highest AoR in each computing
cycle. As proved in [37], in a symmetric network, in which all
vehicles always have the same mobility, such policy follows a
round-robin pattern and attains the minimum AoR. However, the
optimality of the myopic policy would be lost if vehicles have
diversified and time-variant mobility. Therefore, considering the
mobility dynamics, we reformulate the AoR minimization prob-
lem into an RMAB problem. We then propose an index-based
scheduling scheme, which assigns an index to each vehicle to
be scheduled for measuring the value to activate an arm at a
particular state. A Whittle’s index policy, an optimal policy to
a relaxation of the RMAB problem [38], [39], is utilized to
schedule the processing order for the synchronous offloading
scenario.

A. Restless Multi-Armed Bandit Formulation

Different from classic MAB, RMAB considers a generalized
bandit process, in which the states of arms can evolve over
time even when the arms are not activated. Moreover, instead
of selecting only one arm in a decision step in MAB, RMAB
can activate multiple arms in a step. In our case, a cycle is a
decision step and can schedule K tasks in each decision step.
To determine which tasks to schedule in a computing cycle, i.e.,
the set Sn, we assume xi,n = 0 at first, in which the maximum
EAoR is minimized in this step.

The state of a vehicle consists of two parts: the current
carryover component, i.e., ai,n and the past vehicle mobility
profile. We use the traveled distance of the vehicle for each cycle
in past W cycles, i.e., δi,n = {di,n−W , . . . , di,n−1}, ∀i ∈ |Vn|,
as the past mobility profile to predict vehicle future mobility.
Denote δ−1

i,n as the vehicle traveled distance in pastW − 1 cycles,
i.e., δ−1

i,n = {di,n−W+1, . . . , di,n−1}. Let a binary variable ui,n

indicate the action of the RMAB problem for vehicle i in cycle
n. If the task is scheduled in the cycle, i.e., i ∈ Sn, the arm i
is activated, and ui,n = 1. Otherwise, the arm i is not activated,
and ui,n = 0.

According to the evolution of the carryover component ai,n
in (4), when action ui,n = 1, the state transition probability of
vehicle i can be obtained as follows:

P (ai,n+1 = 0, {δ−1
i,n; di,n}|ai,n, δi,n) = p(di,n|δi,n), (6)

where p(di,n|δi,n) is the probability that the vehicle travels di,n
distance in cycle n, given past mobility profile δi,n. On the other
hand, when action ui,n = 0, the state transition probability of
vehicle i can be obtained as follows

P (ai,n+1= ai,n + di,n−1, {δ−1
i,n; di,n}|ai,n, δi,n)=p(di,n|δi,n).

(7)
The Whittle index policy introduces a service charge whenever
an arm makes active action. Let C(δi,n) represent the service
charge for vehicle i given the mobility profile δi,n. The objective
of introducing the service charge is to make the passive and
active actions equal in a long-term cost [38]. Although there
is no instantaneous cost when the arm is passive in a step, it
would result in an accumulation of age and a service charge in
the future.

B. Indexability and Index Policy

In the Whittle index policy, a service charge is the Lagrange
multiplier of the RMAB constraint. The original RMAB prob-
lem is relaxed and decoupled into subproblems for individual
arms such that the service charge for each arm can be eval-
uated separately. The subproblem for each arm is referred to
as decoupled model, and the service charge obtained by the
decoupled model only depends on the characteristic of the
arm itself [38]. Although problem decomposition would relax
the original RMAB problem, a near-optimal solution can be
obtained by such decoupled model [37], [38]. However, the
service charge cannot be regarded as the Whittle index unless
the considered RMAB problem is indexable.

Denote the set of all policies for scheduling vehicle i by
Π(i). To determine whether the task should be scheduled, we
minimize the upper bound performance of the AoR achieved by
the selection. Decoupling the objective function (5) for vehicle
i, the new objective function for minimizing the AoR for this
individual vehicle is given by

min
π(i)∈Π(i)

Eπ(i) [Ji]

s.t. Ji =
1

TN

N∑
n=1

(ai,n + di,n−1)T + C(δi,n)ui,n, (8)
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To simplify the notation, we neglect the vehicle index i when
we evaluate the problem of the decouple model in (8).

Let Jn(an, δn) be the value function representing the mini-
mum EAoR for problem (8) when the state is (an, δn), which
can be formulated to the following dynamic programming:

Jn(an, δn) = (an + dn−1)T

+ min
un∈{0,1}

{
C(δn)un+

∑
dn

Jn+1(an+1, {δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn)

}
.

(9)

According to [40], the value function of the optimal policy
in a finite-horizon average cost minimization problem can be
represented as

J∗(an, δn) ≈ h(an, δn) + λTN + o(N) = (an + dn−1)T

+ min
un∈{0,1}

{
C(δn)un +

∑
dn

p(dn|δn)
[
h(an+1, {δ−1

n ; dn})

+ λT (N − 1) + o(N)]

}
, (10)

where λ is the optimal average cost normalized by the number
of computing slots, h(an, δn) is the differential cost function
representing the cost incurred when the state transits from
(an, δn) to (0, δn+1) for the first time, and o(N) is the cost
caused by not completing the execution at the end of the time
horizon. All states communicate with one another, which implies
that h(0, δn) = 0, ∀n. Thus, we have differential cost function
h(an, δn) as follows:

h(an, δn) = (an + dn−1)T − λT

+ min
un∈{0,1}

{
C(δn)un +

∑
dn

p(dn|δn)h(an+1, {δ−1
n ; dn})

}
.

(11)

By solving the Bellman equation (11), the optimal service charge
C(a, δ) for vehicle i can be obtained, given Proposition 1 below.

Proposition 1: The service charge C(a, δ) for a vehicle in
state (a, δn) is

C(a, δn) ={
2a+ dn−1 +E

[∞∑
t=0

(a−Dn+t)1(Dn+t ≤ a)|δn

]}
T,

(12)

where Dn+t =
∑t

x=0 dn+x, and function 1(x) indicates
whether x is true or not, i.e., x is true if 1(x) = 1, and x is
false if 1(x) = 0.

Proof: See Appendix A. �
The purpose of the service charge is to measure the value of

activating an arm. A high service charge indicates that the cost of
making passive action on the arm is high. If the RMAB problem
is indexable, the service charge can be regarded as the Whittle
index, and the Whittle index policy is to schedule the tasks with
K highest service charges in a cycle. We denote set P(C) as the
set of state (a, δ) for which the arm is passive according to the

service charge C(a, δ). To prove the indexability of the arm, the
following condition should be satisfied:

Definition 1: If an arm is indexable, set P(C) of the corre-
sponding single-armed bandit process increases monotonically
from the empty set ∅ to the whole state space as charge C
increases from −∞ to +∞ [38], [41].

The condition on indexability indicates that the optimal action
of an arm can never switch from passive action to active action
with an increase ofC[41]. The RMAB problem is indexable only
if all arms are indexable. According to the above definition, we
prove the indexability of the considered RMAB problem.

Theorem 1: In computing cycle n, vehicle i is indexable, and
the Whittle index of vehicle i is identical with the service charge
of vehicle i, where

Ci(ai,n, δi,n) =

{
2ai,n + di,n−1 + E

[ ∞∑
t=0

(ai,n −Di,n+t)

× 1(Di,n+t ≤ ai,n)|δi,n

]}
T. (13)

Proof: Since both ai,n and di,n are non-negative, there is no
such state to make the service charge as a negative number.
Therefore, P(C) is an empty set when Ci = −∞. Moreover,
when δi,n is fixed, Ci increases monotonically with ai,n. An
arm in state (ai,n, δi,n) will not switch from passive to active
action with the increase of Ci. If Ci is +∞, ai,n can only be
+∞ since di,n < +∞. In such a case, P(C) is the whole state
set. Therefore, the RMAB problem is indexable, and the Whittle
index for the arm is the corresponding service charge. �

As shown in the Whittle index, as carryover component ai,n
and traveled distance in the past cycle di,n−1 increase, the value
for activating the arm also increases, which is similar compared
to the myopic policy. Furthermore, given the same ai,n and
di,n−1, a vehicle with high mobility in the subsequent cycles
may have a lower index compared to the one with low mobility.
This is because, if the vehicle with high mobility is scheduled,
the age of the result would increase fast in the future, and the
delivered computing results would be outdated quickly. Given
the limited computing resource, the edge server will select the
one that is most efficient to reduce the overall AoR in the long
term.

According to the closed-form Whittle index in (12), we can
schedule tasks in each cycle according to the Whittle index
policy. The index implies the value of scheduling a vehicle.
From a long-term perspective, scheduling the vehicle with a
higher index value leads to a lower AoR of the network. Recall
the model for the synchronous offloading scenario. The edge
server can collect the Whittle indexes of vehicles and schedule
K vehicles with the highest index values at the beginning of
each computing cycle. After selecting tasks, we allocate the
computing slot for those tasks. As mentioned above, the slot
allocation when set Sn is given only affects the instantaneous
AoR within a cycle. To obtain xi,n, we formulate the following
optimization problem:

min
{xi,n,i∈Vn}

∑
i∈Vn

(ai,n + di,n−1)(T − xi,nω). (14)
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As (ai,n + di,n−1) is constant, the optimal solution of the linear
programming (14) is to allocate the slot with the highest xi,n to
the vehicle with the highest carryover component ai,n + di,n−1.
The policy in this step is sorting those tasks according to (ai,n +
di,n−1) in a decreasing order and scheduling them in sequence.

Although we have obtained the closed-form of the Whittle
index and found the Whittle index policy for the synchronous
scenario, the future vehicle mobility is unknown. Next, we
develop a DRL-assisted method to learn the vehicle mobility
in the future from the vehicle mobility profile in the past in
Section V.

V. DRL-ASSISTED SCHEDULING

We denote the term related to the future mobility information
in the Whittle index by V (ai,n, δi,n), where

V (ai,n, δi,n) =

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

(ai,n −Di,n+t)1(Di,n+t ≤ ai,n)|δi,n

]
. (15)

We refer to V (ai,n, δi,n) as the value function for state
(ai,n, δi,n). Given the same carryover component ai,n, the value
function for state (ai,n, {δ−1

i,n; di,n}) can be obtained by

V (ai,n, {δ−1
i,n; di,n}) = E

[ ∞∑
t=1

(ai,n −Di,n+t + di,n)

× 1(Di,n+t − di,n ≤ ai,n)

|{δ−1
i,n; di,n}

]
. (16)

We then observe that the value function V (ai,n, δi,n) can be
represented in an alternative way as

V (ai,n, δi,n) = E [(ai,n − di,n)1(di,n ≤ ai,n)

+ V (ai,n − di,n, {δ−1
i,n; di,n})|δn

]
. (17)

Given a known traveled distance di,n, equation (17) is a Bell-
man equation and can be solved by dynamic programming.
Equation (17) also shows that V (0, δi,n) = 0. To adapt the
real-time vehicle mobility, we use a DRL method to approximate
V (ai,n, δi,n) iteratively, which gets the vehicle mobility from
the environment, i.e., the transportation network, and updates
the value function based on the current estimation.

Different from other reinforcement learning methods like
Deep Q Network (DQN), the considered learning process only
focus on the state transition and the value function approx-
imation. The state for the DRL-learning problem is si,n =
(ai,n, δi,n). The reward for each decision step is:

ri,n = (ai,n − di,n)1(di,n ≤ ai,n),

which can be observed from the vehicle mobility in the environ-
ment. Instead of observing the vehicle state of the next decision
step in traditional reinforcement learning methods, the next state
is known if di,n is obtained. According to (17), the next state

Fig. 4. Deep reinforcement learning structure.

s′i,n is:

s′i,n = (ai,n − di,n, {δ−1
i,n; di,n}).

Furthermore, since the state space of the considered problem is
large, we adopt deep neural networks to learn the value function
V (ai,n, δi,n). Inspired by DQN, we use two neural networks,
i.e., the evaluation network and the target network, to learn the
value function. As shown in Fig. 4, the evaluation network is
trained in an online manner according to a loss function, which
is shown as follows:

Li(θ) = ‖V̂ (si,n; θ)− (ri,n + V̂ (s′i,n; θ
′))‖2

2, (18)

where V̂ (s; θ) represents the estimated value function obtained
by weights θ in the evaluation network, and V̂ (s; θ′) represents
the estimated value function obtained by weights θ′ in the target
network. The weights in the target network are periodically
replaced by the weights in the evaluation network.

The algorithm of the proposed DRL-assisted index policy is
shown in Algorithm 1. At the beginning of each computing cycle,
the Whittle indexes of all vehicles are calculated using (12). The
edge server gathers the indexes and schedules the K vehicles
with the highest index values according to the Whittle index
policy, which is presented in Line 5 of Algorithm 1. To improve
the learning efficiency, in experience replay, we select the state-
reward tuples in the memory by weighted sampling in Line 8. Via
a positive parameter η, the state with non-zero ai,n has a higher
probability to be selected. As shown in Line 13, a soft parameter
replacement scheme for the target network is adopted, where τ is
a number less than one. Furthermore, we add an long short-term
memory (LSTM) layer in the neural network to analyze the time
correlation of the vehicle traveling mobility profile in the state.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, there are two options to implement the
proposed policy:
� Centralized control: An AI controller is deployed at the

edge server. Vehicles report their current state, and the
edge server stores all the state-reward tuples obtained in
this decision step in the memory. The neural network is
trained by the aggregated mobility profiles reported by the
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Algorithm 1: Learning-Assisted Whittle Index Policy.
1: Initialize the weights of the evaluation and target

networks (θ and θ′), respectively.
2: Initialize the experience replay buffer.
3: for each cycle n do

% Schedule tasks with the Whittle index policy.
4: Obtain the initial Whittle index for vehicle i

using (13) corresponding to the estimated value
function, i.e., V̂ (ai,n, δi,n).

5: Edge server gathers the Whittle indexes from all
vehicles and schedules the K vehicles with the
highest index values.

% Train the deep neural network.
6: Observe the traveled distance of vehicles, i.e.,

{di,n, ∀i}.
7: Store state-reward tuple (si,n, s′i,n, ri,n) in the

experience replay buffer. Delete the oldest transition
set if the buffer is full.

8: Sample a mini-batch of N samples using a weighted
sampling, where the weight for a state with carryover
component a is w = 1(a > 0) + η, and η > 0.

9: for state s0 with a = 0 in the mini-batch do
10: V̂ (s0; θ

′) = 0.
11: end for
12: Update the weights in the evaluation network by

minimizing the loss function (18).
13: Update the target network: θ′ = τ(1 − τ)θ + τθ′.
14: end for

vehicles. In this case, the edge server can learn the mobility
feature of a group of vehicles.

� Decentralized control: At each vehicle, an AI controller is
deployed to learn the vehicle driving behavior. Since the
Whittle index can be generated independently by each ve-
hicle, vehicles only need to update their Whittle indexes to
the server for scheduling. Compared to reporting the state
in each cycle in the centralized control, the communication
overhead is much lower via the decentralized control.

Either option can be selected, depending on the characteristics
of the communication and transportation network scenarios. For
example, in an urban area, the centralized method would be
preferred since the geometric features in traffic profiles can be
learned by the edge server. On the other hand, in areas with
smooth traffic flow or limited communication resources, the de-
centralized control would be preferred to reduce communication
overhead.

VI. SCHEDULING SCHEME FOR ASYNCHRONOUS OFFLOADING

So far, we have discussed the scheduling scheme for the
synchronous offloading scenario. In this section, the index-based
scheduling scheme is extended to the asynchronous scenario, in
which vehicles sense and offload their observation to the edge
server at arbitrary instants. As mentioned in the system model,
all vehicles have the same sensing cycle, while the proposed

scheme can be extended to adapt the case with different sensing
cycle lengths.

Compared to the synchronous scenario, in which a vehicle
only has one task to be scheduled in a computing cycle, up
to two tasks offloaded by a vehicle could be scheduled in a
computing cycle in the asynchronous scenario. For the edge
server, vehicle i with offset Oi divides a computing cycle into
two parts. In the set of the first several computing slots, denoted
by T 1

i = {1, . . . , Oi/ω�}, the edge server can schedule a task
that is offloaded in the previous computing cycle by vehicle
i but not scheduled yet. Such task is denoted by task n(1).
In the set of the rest of computing slots in the cycle, denoted
by T 2

i = {Oi/ω�+ 1, . . . ,K}, the edge server can schedule
a task that is offloaded by vehicle i in the current computing
cycle. Such task is denoted by taskn(2). Therefore, three indexes
can be calculated for this vehicle: The first index is the service
charge for scheduling task n(1) in T 1

i , which is denoted by C1
i,n.

The value of C1
i,n inherits the index of the task in the previous

cycle. The second and third indexes are for scheduling task
n(2) in T 2

i . If task n(1) is not scheduled, carryover component
ai,n will increase as given in (2). The corresponding index for
scheduling task n(2) is denoted by C2

i,n. Otherwise, if task n(1)

is scheduled, carryover component ai,n will be reset as zero.
The corresponding index for scheduling task n(2) is denoted by
C3

i,n.
Extended from the Whittle index policy for the synchronous

scenario, we propose a scheduling scheme for asynchronous
offloading (SSA) algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 2.
Instead of evaluating the Whittle index for all vehicles at the
beginning of a cycle in the synchronous scenario, the index
values are compared in each of computing slots in the asyn-
chronous scenario. The idea behind Algorithm 2 is similar to the
Whittle index policy, in which the server schedules the vehicle
with the highest Whittle index for each computing slot. At the
beginning of the algorithm, the initial Whittle indexes of tasks
n(1) and n(2) are obtained via Algorithm 1 without considering
asynchronous offloading. We use two indicator vectors I(1)

i,n and

I
(2)
i,n to represent whether vehicle i is scheduled in part T 1

i and
part T 2

i of the computing cycle, respectively. If the vehicle is

scheduled in part T 1
i , I(1)

i,n = 0; otherwise, I(1)
i,n = 1. Similarly,

if the vehicle is scheduled in part T 2
i , I

(2)
i,n = 0; otherwise,

I
(2)
i,n = 1. In Lines 6 to 13, the vehicle with the highest index is

scheduled for each slot iteratively. As shown in Lines 8 and 9 in
Algorithm 2, we define variables F (1)

i,n and F
(2)
i,n to represent the

initial index for n(1) and n(2) of vehicle i in a computing cycle.
To avoid scheduling a task twice in different computing cycles,
the values of F (1)

i,n and F
(2)
i,n will be -1 if the corresponding task

is scheduled. Furthermore, the index for task n(2) will change if
the computing policy for task n(1) changes. The approximated
Whittle index for the vehicle in slot k is defined as follows:

Ci,k = F
(1)
i,n1(k ∈ T 1

i ) + F
(2)
i,n1(k ∈ T 2

i ).

The vehicle with the highest approximated index is selected to
be scheduled in the slot as presented in Line 9. Lines 10 to 12
update the indicator according to the policy made by Line 9.
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Algorithm 2: Scheduling Scheme for Asynchronous Of-
floading (SSA).

1: Initialize indicator vectors I(1)
i,n = I

(2)
i,n−1, and I

(2)
i,n = 0,

∀i.
2: Set the indicator vectors J (1)

i,n = I
(1)
i,n , and J

(2)
i,n = I

(2)
i,n ,

∀i.
3: Obtain the initial Whittle indexes, C1

i,n, C2
i,n, and

C3
i,n, using Algorithm 1.

4: Initialize counter e = 1.
5: Initialize assignment vector W = 0
6: for k = {1, . . . ,K} do
7: F

(1)
i,n = C1

i,nJ
(1)
i,n − (1 − J

(1)
i,n), ∀i.

8: F
(2)
i,n =

[C2
i,nJ

(1)
i,n + C3

i,n(1 − J
(1)
i,n)]J

(2)
i,n − (1 − J

(2)
i,n), ∀i.

9: For slot k, i∗ = argmaxiCi,k

10: If Ci,k < 0: Wk = ∅.

11: Else if 1(k ∈ T 1
i∗ ) == 1: J (1)

i∗,n = 0, Wk = i∗.

12: Else if 1(k ∈ T 1
i∗ ) == 0: J (2)

i∗,n = 0, Wk = i∗.
13: end for
14: if J (1)

i,n == I
(1)
i,n , J

(2)
i,n == I

(2)
i,n , ∀i then

15: C1
i,n+1 =

[C2
i,nJ

(1)
i,n + C3

i,n(1 − J
(1)
i,n)]J

(2)
i,n − (1 − J

(2)
i,n).

16: Assignment is completed.
17: else
18: I

(1)
i,n = J

(1)
i,n , I

(2)
i,n = J

(2)
i,n , ∀i.

19: e = e+ 1.
20: If e < emax: Return to Line 5
21: Else: Return to Line 15
22: end if

Since the task allocated to a slot with a small number has a
short queuing time, the algorithm allocates the tasks to slots 1 to
K in a cycle consecutively, and the computing slot with a small
number has priority in selecting a task. Since the changed policy
made in the first part of a computing cycle, i.e., T 1

i , for vehicle
i results in a different approximated index in the second part
of the computing cycle, i.e., T 2

i , the indicators may change as
the policy changes. The SSA algorithm iteratively updates the
computing policy until the indicator vectors no longer change
or the iteration number reaches emax.

The time complexity of the algorithm primarily depends on
the number of iterations of the outer loop in Algorithm 2, which
checks the convergence of the indicator vectors. In each iteration,
the time complexity is the same as the selective sorting algorithm
if the time complexity on solving the Whittle indexes using equa-
tion (13) is neglected. Since a vehicle has two indexes during a
computing cycle, the time complexity of comparing index values
at all vehicles is 2K|Vn|. Furthermore, since the indicators may
change when the policy changes, the convergence of the algo-
rithm may not be guaranteed. The algorithm will be terminated
after emax iterations if the algorithm cannot converge. Thus, the
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(2K|Vn|emax) in the worst
case.

TABLE I
VEHICLE SPEED DISTRIBUTION IN A COMPUTING CYCLE (KM/H)

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we first present the numerical results of
Whittle index policy that is found by the proposed scheduling
scheme and compare the performance with two other bench-
marks: highest-AoR-first and round-robin scheduling policies.
The highest-AoR-first policy is a myopic policy that always
schedules the task with the highest AoR first, and the round-robin
computing policy schedules vehicles in a circular order. We
also compare the performance of the proposed scheme with a
SSA-only scheme. In the SSA-only scheme, we schedule the
vehicles by the proposed scheduling scheme shown in Algo-
rithm 2. Different from the proposed scheme, the SSA-only
scheme uses vehicles’ AoR to guide the task scheduling rather
than the Whittle index. We simulate our computing scheduling
scheme and the learning approach based on a real-world vehicle
mobility dataset.2 The centralized learning model is considered
in the simulation.

A. Numerical Results

In this section, we generate vehicle mobility profiles and
simulate the proposed index-based scheduling scheme. In this
numerical example, the edge server schedules the vehicles’ tasks
according to the vehicle mobility profiles. We consider a total
of 150 vehicles traveling under the service coverage of the edge
server. According to the different speed distributions, they are
divided into five groups with the same number of 30 vehicles in
a group. We consider two mobility profiles, i.e. P1 and P2, which
is summarized in Table I. The speed of vehicles in P1 follows
normal distributions, whereμ and ξ represent mean and standard
deviation, respectively. In terms of profile P2, all vehicles travel
at constant speeds. For both mobility profiles, we evaluate the
performance of EAoR for both synchronous and asynchronous
scenarios, where the offset of vehicles in the asynchronous
scenario is selected randomly from the interval [0, T ). The
length of a computing cycle T is 2 seconds. The policies are
used in 500 cycles to obtain the average AoR for all vehicles.
We demonstrate the performance of the computing policies
versus the number of slots in each cycle, i.e., K. The term sync
in the legend represents the synchronous offloading scenario,
and async represents the asynchronous offloading scenario. The
performance of EAoR with mobility profile P1 is shown in Fig. 5
with the number of slots in a cycle, i.e., K, changing from 20 to
150. In both the synchronous and asynchronous scenarios, our
proposed scheme has the lowest AoR among all scheduling poli-
cies. In the asynchronous scenario, when K is 80, the proposed
scheme can reduce the EAoR by up to 40% and 30% compared to

2The data came from the Didi Gaia Data Opening Plan: https://gaia.
didichuxing.com
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Fig. 5. EAoR versus the number of computing slots in a cycle with mobility
profile P1.

Fig. 6. EAoR versus the number of computing slots in a cycle with mobility
profile P2.

the round-robin and highest-AoR-first policies, respectively. In
the synchronous scenario, vehicles in the Whittle index policy
experience a higher AoR compared to the asynchronous sce-
nario, and the performance gaps between the proposed scheme
and the other two policies are smaller. This is because all
requests are arrived at the same time in the synchronous scenario.
Some tasks are inevitably being allocated to the computing
slots at the end of the computing cycle, which will increase
the AoR significantly. Although the same could also happen
using the highest-AoR-first policy, when the computing slots
are insufficient, the tasks with the highest AoR are likely about
to outdated. Processing the outdated tasks rather than the newly
arrived tasks results in a high EAoR whenK is small. Therefore,
the AoR of the highest-AoR-first policy with the asynchronous
offloading is not reduced significantly compared to that with the
synchronous offloading, especially when computing slots are
insufficient. The performance of EAoR with mobility profile P2
is shown in Fig. 6, in which all vehicles travel at constant speed.
In such a case, the major advantage of the Whittle index policy,

Fig. 7. A snap shot of the simulation region.

Fig. 8. The number of vehicles in the simulation time window.

which schedules the tasks according to the mobility dynamics,
has less influence on the scheduling performance. Therefore,
the Whittle index policy is close in performance with the other
two policies in the synchronous scenario. Moreover, as proved
in [37], when all vehicles have the same speed at the same time,
the highest-AoR-first policy is equivalent to the round-robin
policy and provides the optimal scheduling solution. Since ve-
hicles have similar mobility profiles, the three policies would
all achieve near-optimal performance. On the other hand, for
the asynchronous scenario, the Whittle-index policy has better
performance since it always schedules the tasks considering
the age.

B. Simulation in a Real Dataset

In this subsection, we simulate the proposed index-based
scheduling scheme and the learning approach based on the taxi
driving trace data collected by Didi Gaia Data Opening Plan in
Xi’an, China. We investigate the vehicle trajectories from 16:30
to 18:20 on Oct. 1st, 2016 in a 2 km × 2 km area as shown in
Fig. 7. The attributes of a set of data include timestamp, vehicle
ID, and vehicle location (longitude and latitude). The length of
a computing cycle is 2 seconds. Thus, there are 3300 computing
cycles in the simulation. We select the vehicles which travel in
the 2 km × 2 km area consistently in the prediction window
W , where W is 80 in our simulation. Under such condition,
there are 126,376 sets of data to be analyzed, and the number
of vehicles counted in each computing cycle is shown in Fig. 8.
The settings of the DRL algorithm are summarized as follows:
The learning rate is 0.001, the soft replacement parameter τ is
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TABLE II
NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURE

Fig. 9. EAoR when the number of computing slots in each cycle, i.e., K,
is 10.

Fig. 10. EAoR when the number of computing slots in each cycle, i.e., K,
is 20.

0.8, the memory can store 800 state-reward tuples, and the batch
size is 48. The structure of the neural network is presented in
Table II. We apply a moving average to measure the EAoR value
for the vehicles in an online manner, where the window size is
200 cycles.

The EAoR performances in the simulation time window are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, where the number of computing
slots in a cycle is 10 and 20, respectively. For both scenarios,
the proposed scheme reduces the AoR significantly. Although
the computing resource is limited, the proposed scheme main-
tains the AoR around 20 m and 10 m when K is 10 and 20,

TABLE III
AVERAGE ALGORITHM RUNNING TIME (IN SECOND)

respectively. Moreover, compared to the SSA-only scheme
which schedules the tasks without considering future mobility,
our proposed scheme can adapt to the time-variant vehicle mo-
bility in real-time and further reduce the EAoR. As the number
of slots increases, the performance gap between the proposed
scheme and SSA-only scheme also increases since the influence
of future mobility on AoR performance is significant when
computing slots are insufficient.

The average running time of the proposed and benchmark
schemes is presented in Table III. The simulation is performed on
a machine with Intel i7-9750H CPU. Since the proposed index-
based scheduling scheme obtains the Whittle indexes from the
neural network and attains scheduling policy iteratively, the
running time is the highest compared to other benchmarks. How-
ever, the time consumption for running the proposed scheme
is still on the millisecond level and can be acceptable to real-
time applications. Moreover, the time consumed on the neural
network dominates the overall running time of the proposed
scheme, which can be seen from the time difference between
SSA-only and the proposed scheme. Such running time can be
further decreased with the advancement of GPUs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a proactive indexed-based
scheduling scheme based on predicted future vehicle mobility
dynamics for the edge server to process real-time computing
tasks offloaded by autonomous vehicles. We have adopted a
novel DRL approach to estimate the mobility of the vehicles in
the future and assist the evaluation of scheduling indexes. As a
result, the proposed scheduling scheme can adapt to real-time
vehicle mobility and support safety-related computing services
with low computing complexity and communication overhead.
A potential future research direction is to analyze how parame-
ters such as sensing cycle length impact the vehicles’ AoR and
design a computing scheduling scheme according to diversified
service requirements of the vehicles.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1

To obtain the service charge, similar to the approach in [37],
we assume a threshold policy at first. The threshold is denoted
by A. The arm is passive when the carryover component 0 ≤
an ≤ A and active when an > A.

According to the threshold policy, un = 1 when an > A. The
following condition has to be satisfied:

C(δn) >
∑
dn

h(an + dn−1, {δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn),

when an > A. (22)
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Let j+ be a positive number. The differential cost in state (A+
j+, δn) for the case an > A can be simplified as

h(A+ j+, δn) = C(δn) + (A+ j+ + dn−1 − λ)T. (23)

The equation shows thath(A+ j+, δn)monotonically increases
with j+.

On the other hand, un = 0 when 0 ≤ an ≤ A. Assume that
the vehicle speed precision level is high, and existing a state
(A, δn) has a service charge as follows:

C(A, δn) =
∑
dn

h(A+ dn−1, {δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn). (24)

Let j− be a negative number that greater than −A. Then, the
differential cost in state (A+ j−, δn) for the case 0 ≤ an ≤ A
is

h(A+ j−, δn) = (A+ j− + dn−1 − λ)T

+
∑
dn

h(A+ j− + dn−1, {δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn). (25)

Similarly, equation (25) shows that h(A+ j−, δn) monotoni-
cally increases with j−. Given the threshold policy, the term
of h(A+ j− + dn−1, {δ−1

n ; dn}) can be determined according
to the value of the term of (A+ j− + dn−1). The differential
cost in (25) in could be further derived to (19), shown at the
bottom of this page, where Bn+t =

∑t
x=−1 dn+x shown at the

bottom of this page,shown at the bottom of this page. In a similar
manner, we then evaluate the differential cost for the next states
recursively, which could be summarized as (20).

Next, to simplify the complex form in (20), the term of h(A+
dn−1, {δ−1

n ; dn})p(dn|δn) in (24) is expanded according to the
threshold policy, we have

C(δn)=(A+dn−1 − λ)T+E[dn|δn]T +
∑
dn

C({δ−1
n ; dn})

× p(dn|δn)[P (dn−1>−j−)+P (dn−1≤−j−)]. (26)

Then, we recursively apply (26) to represent service charge
C(δn). Finally, we obtain the relation in (21) shown at the bottom
of this page. Combining (20) and (21) together, the differential
cost on state (A+ j−, δn) is obtained as follows:

h(A+ j−, δn) = (A+ dn−1 − λ)T + 2j− + C(δn)

+ E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

Bn+t1(Bn+t ≤ −j−)|δn

]
T

+ j−TP (Bn+t ≤ −j−|δn). (27)

Utilizing the property of h(0, δn) = 0 and letting j− = −A
in (27), the service charge C(δn) is:

C(δn) = (A+ λ − dn−1)T

+ E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

(A−Bn+t)1(Bn+t ≤ A)|δn

]
T.

(28)

h(A+ j−, δn) = (A+ j− + dn−1 − λ)T + P (dn−1 ≤ −j−|δn)
∑
dn

[
(A+ j+ + dn−1 + dn − λ)T

+
∑
dn+1

h(A+ j− + dn−1 + dn, {δ−2
n ; dn; dn+1})p(dn+1|{δ−1

n ; dn})
]
p(dn|δn)

+ P (dn−1 > −j−|δn)
∑
dn

[
C({δ−1

n ; dn}) + (A+ j− + dn−1 + dn − λ)T
]
p(dn|δn) (19)

h(A+ j−, δn) = 2(A+ j− + dn−1 − λ)T + E[dn|δn]T + (A+ j− − λ)T
∞∑

t=−1

P (Bn+t ≤ −j−|δn)

+ E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

Bn+t+21(Bn+t ≤ −j−)|δn

]
T + E

[ ∞∑
t=0

C(δ̂n+t+2)1(Bn+t > −j−, Bn+t−1 ≤ −j−)|δn

]

+
∑
dn

C({δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn)P (dn−1 > −j−|δn), where δ̂n+t = {δ−t

n ; dn; . . . ; dn+t−1} (20)

C(δn) = (A+ j− + dn−1 − λ)T + E[dn|δn]T + E

[ ∞∑
t=0

C(δ̂n+t+2)1(Bn+t > −j−, Bn+t−1 ≤ −j−)|δn

]

+
∑
dn

C({δ−1
n ; dn})p(dn|δn)P (dn−1 > −j−|δn) + (A− λ)T

[ ∞∑
t=−1

P (Bn+t ≤ −j−|δn)
]

+ E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

(dn+t+2 + dn+t+1)1(Bn+t ≤ −j−)|δn

]
T (21)
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According to equation (28), we further obtain the service charge
for state {δ−1

n ; dn}, where

C({δ−1
n ; dn})=(A+λ−dn)T + E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

(A−Bn+t+1+dn−1)

× 1(Bn+t+1 − dn−1 ≤ A)|δn

]
T. (29)

Substituting (29) into (26) yields:

C(A, δn) = (2A+ dn−1)T

+ E

[ ∞∑
t=−1

(A−Bn+t+1+dn−1)1(Bn+t+1 − dn−1 ≤ A)|δn

]
T

=(2A+ dn−1)T+ E

[ ∞∑
t=0

(A−Dn+t)1(Dn+t≤A)|δn

]
T.

(30)

From (23) and (27), we see that the differential cost h(a, δn)
increases with carryover component a. Therefore, the solution of
the Bellman equation (11) follows a threshold policy. To evaluate
the service charge of state (a, δ), we substitute A to a, and the
corresponding service charge is presented in equation (30).
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